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GET HELP TO GET ONline

Southwark Council wants all residents 
to be able to benefit from the wide variety 
of online services accessible through 
digital technology. We realise that 
every resident has different needs 
and requires different forms of help 
whether through one-to-one teaching, 
short videos or college courses. 

This free guide with video support is a 
simple first step towards getting online, 
providing a  clear introduction to basic 
terms and technologies to build your 
confidence and understanding.

The digital inclusion team is here 
to support your progress in using 
digital devices, including advice on 
purchasing affordable broadband, 
connecting to Wi-fi, or setting up and 
using your devices. 

Online means being connected to the internet. If 
someone says they are online, it means they are 
using the internet.

The internet is like a huge library of information 
made up of web sites. Web sites are like the 
books of the library and, just like books, web 
sites have pages.

If you are working on your computer without 
being connected to the internet, it is called being 
offline. 

There are several devices used to gain access 
to the internet.

WHAT IS ONLINE?

•  smartphone 
•   tablet
•  laptop
•  desktop computer

Note: Smart TVs also connect to the internet.2



GET HELP TO GET ONline

email: digital.inclusion@southwark.gov.uk
07783 776066

When choosing a device it is best to consider 
what you are going to use it for. 

• A  desktop computer, as the name suggests, 
is one designed for use at a desk. It is not 
portable.

• A laptop is a portable computer. Laptops 
come in different sizes and have a built-in 
screen and keyboard.  

• A tablet is a screen and computer in one. It 
has no keyboard; instead a virtual keyboard 
appears on the screen when needed.

• A smartphone is a mobile phone with 
additional computer functions. It is very 
similar to a tablet but smaller.

Note: Devices such as laptops, keyboards and 
headphones are known as computer hardware. 

DIGITAL DEVICES

smartphone

tablet

laptop

desktop

contact our digital inclusion team
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Choosing the right device is important for you to 
be able to get the best from digital technology. 
You should consider what you would like to use 
it for and, if you’re buying a device, how much 
you’re willing or able to spend.

Smartphones are great if you’re out and about 
and want to stay in touch with people. If you’re 
mostly indoors, you may prefer something with a 
bigger screen and, if you want to use it for work, 
a keyboard.

If you are not sure, seek help or advice by 
contacting our team or going to your local library 
which has devices you can use for free.

CHOOSING A DEVICE

GETTING CONNECTED

You can get free internet access in many 
public spaces and availability is increasing as 
local councils look to improve connectivity for 
residents. This will be described as free Wi-fi 
and is offered in all Southwark libraries as well 
as many shops, cafes and pubs.  

FREE INTERNET ACCESS

MOBILE INTERNET ACCESS
Mobile broadband access is internet on your 
mobile phone or smartphone. Customers are 
able to buy internet ‘data’ from a variety of media 
companies such as O2, Virgin Mobile, EE, 
Vodafone and others. This is stored on a small 
chip in your phone called a SIM card. Media 
providers offer different deals at very different 
prices and it is important to choose what is right 
for you. 

• Data: internet use
• Minutes: phone calls
• Texts: text messages

If you don’t have a mobile phone but do have 
another device, you can still access the internet 
using a dongle or mobile router. These are 
pocket-sized devices which contain a SIM card 
and give out a Wi-fi signal.  

You can also buy internet for the home. This 
can be bought from companies such as Virgin 
Media, Sky, BT, Hyperoptic and Community 
Fibre who will install a hub or router into your 
home which gives out a Wi-fi signal. 

This will enable you to connect all your devices 
including, if you have one, your phone and will 
mean that, when you are at home, you are not 
using data from your SIM card. This could save 
you money on mobile phone charges.

mobile router and SIM card    Wi-fi sign

hub and router

Another way to connect devices to the internet 
is by using your smartphone like a dongle. All 
smartphones have a hotspot function which 
allows them to give out a Wi-fi signal.

You can activate your phone’s hotspot in your 
phone’s ‘settings’, which we look at in the next 
section.
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When you have a device, it is important to know how to connect it to the internet, especially 
if you want to take advantage of free Wi-fi when out and about. If you have Wi-fi in your home 
you may want to allow guests to use it. You will also want to know that you have a strong 
connection.

If you have broadband installed in your home, your Wi-fi signal will have a code or name. This 
is known as your network. Your network code can be found on your hub or router. This will help 
you identify the correct network when you try to connect as there may be a number of signals 
in your area.  

Most networks are password protected which means that people need a 
password to connect. This will also be on the hub or router but should not 
be confused with the network name as it will also be a code. 

WI-FI NETWORKS

WI-FI PASSWORDS

CONNECTING TO A NETWORK (LAPTOP)

There are different ways of connecting to a Wi-fi network. If you see the Wi-fi symbol on your 
computer screen, you can click on it to reveal a list of available networks (see Image 1). It can 
also be done through your laptop’s network settings.

Image 1:
By clicking the Wi-fi 
symbol on a laptop, 
available networks 
can be seen. In this 
case there are two, 
one called ‘Home’ 
and another named 
‘Guest.’ The Guest 
network is not 
password protected 
as it has no padlock 

VERY WEAK  WEAK MODERATE STRONG

LOCKED

WI-FI: CONNECTING YOUR DEVICE

WI-FI STRENGTH

Devices will show you the strength of your Wi-fi signal. The more bars you have, the stronger the 
signal.

1
VIDEO
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CONNECTING TO A NETWORK (PHONE/TABLET)

If you are using a smart phone or a tablet, you should use the settings app. This will appear 
slightly differently according to manufacturer but it will have the appearance of a cog or cogs.

APPS
Although smartphones use ‘apps’ 
and may look different to a laptop 
or PC, there is actually very little 
difference. App is short for software 
application. When you press an app  
icon, you are opening a software 
program on your phone just as 
you would on a computer. Devices 
made by different companies have 
different apps.

SETTINGS

android settings apple settings

The settings app will give you access to your Wi-fi settings or network settings. The way it is named 
will appear slightly differently in different phones. Look for the Wi-fi symbol to access your network 
settings, ensure your Wi-fi is turned on and connect to the right network (see video 1). 

Once you have selected the network you want to join and entered a password (if needed), your 
phone will connect. It will also remember the network and connect automatically in the future.

Knowing how to connect is important as it can save you money. Always use a free Wi-fi network  
where possible as using the internet data on your SIM card can be costly. Some people choose an 
‘unlimited’ data package on their phone but, while it can be good value for some, for others it can 
work out more expensive than having a hub in the home.

THE INTERNET

There are millions of websites on the internet and 
each has its own use. Every large organisation 
has a website whether it is a shop, a bank, a  
sports club or a political party. 

While some websites are purely for information, 
like the online encyclopaedia Wikipedia, the 
interactive nature of technology provides many 
more possibilities.

If you have a smartphone, you may be using the 
internet without knowing. Most apps need online 
access in order to work and when using these 
you are still using internet data.

WEBSITES INTERACTIVE

Digital technology is interactive which means 
that, unlike books or traditional TV, it responds 
to the user’s actions. If you have a digital or 
smart TV, you may already be interacting by 
pausing live programmes, watching catch up TV 
or choosing to watch a streaming service like 
Netflix. Computer games are also interactive.

This technology has changed the way we work 
and live. There are so many things that can be 
done online which previously had to be done 
in person. We can order shopping from home, 
book a holiday, rent a film to watch and even 
speak to someone face to face on the other side 
of the world.
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INTERACTIVE

COMMUNICATION

One of the biggest changes the internet has 
made to our lives is to change the way we 
communicate. In addition to phone calls, we 
can now speak to others via video as well as 
type quick and easy messages to friends via 
texts. Many people now prefer using email 
(electronic mail) to traditional letters as they 
are quicker and cheaper.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Another popular area of communication has 
been in social media. Sites such as Facebook, 
WhatsApp, Twitter and Instagram offer people 
opportunities to share interests, discuss activities  
and organise events. Due to their popularity, 
many businesses, celebrities and charities 
communicate with people through social media.
 

THE INTERNET: GETTING STARTED
As mentioned earlier, the internet is like a giant online library made up of websites. The ‘door’ to 
this library is known as a browser. It’s called this because it lets you browse websites as if they 
were books on a shelf.

INTERNET BROWSERS

There are a number of internet browsers. Apple’s is called Safari; Google’s Chrome and Microsoft’s 
is called Edge. This is a an example of how devices made by different companies are installed with 
different software. Microsoft make software known as the Windows package. 

POPULAR BROWSERS

By clicking on or pressing the browser icon on your device, you are opening the software and it 
will take you to a webpage. By doing this you are going online (see video 2). 

As we saw above, each web page has its own web address. Web addresses start with www. 
which stands for World Wide Web. Addresses have different endings such as .com; .co.uk; .org 
and .gov.uk. When you see a web address on a web page, it is often underlined. This means it is 
a link to another page. Clicking the link will take you to that page. This is another example of how 
the internet is interactive, as the page is responding to your actions.

Google Chrome Apple Safari Microsoft Edge Internet Explorer

Two of the browsers above, Internet Explorer and Edge are made by Microsoft. This is a good 
example of how software is often updated or replaced. Early Microsoft computers had Explorer 
installed and many versions have been released as the software has been updated. They are now 
looking to replace Explorer with Edge.

GOING ONLINE

WEB ADDRESSES & LINKS

VIDEO
2
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It is important at this stage to be clear about Google as it can be confusing. Google is a software 
manufacturer which became famous for its search engine. The product is so famous that ‘googling’ 
has become a word in the English language but the company also manufactures other software 
such as the Chrome browser and Gmail, an email service. Google now also makes hardware such 
as computers and phones. 

GOOGLE

OTHER SEARCH ENGINES

The web page in image 2 is the Google search engine as it would appear on a computer screen. 
Every web page has its own address. Google’s is www.google.com. You can see this in the address 
bar at the top of the page. If you know the address of a website, you can type it into this bar, press 
the ‘return’ button on your keyboard and it will go to the page you want.

Image 2:
The Google search 
engine. Users can 
type a subject into 
the page and Google 
will search the 
internet for relevant 
results.

If you don’t know the name of a specific web page, you can search using 
the main bar on the page underneath the Google logo. Google
will provide you with a list of results matching your search in the form of 
links.

The Google search engine is sometimes installed as part of the home 
screen of Android phones. This gives you an additional choice whether to 
use the browser on your device or access it in this way. Another option is 
to use the Google app as it will open the search engine directly.

The Google search engine isn’t the only one. There are other websites 
which search the internet such as Bing (www.bing.com) or DuckDuckGo 
(www.duckduckgo.com). 

Websites will often have their own search engine to help you find items 
on their websites.  This will often be identified by the search icon.

You can set up your device to have any page automatically open from your browser. This is known 
as a default setting. Many software companies will make their own web page the default and Google 
devices will use the Google search engine. Choosing a search engine as a default page can be 
useful when you start using the internet as you will need to search for the websites you want. The 
following is a link to a page which shows you how to make the Google search engine your 
default homepage: https://support.google.com/websearch/answer/463?hl=en. 

       Note: An ‘Android’ device is one that has apps made by the Google company

Google search app

search icon

VIDEOS
3 & 4 

SETTING YOUR BROWSER DEFAULT PAGE

VIDEO
5
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POINT & CLICK OR TYPING
When you first first start using a computer, you will notice the way the screen changes depending 
on your actions. This takes a bit of getting used to. An example of this is the way in which the cursor 
or pointer changes.

Generally, when using the internet, you can point at something on the page with the cursor, which 
usually appears as an arrow, and click to select or activate it. Sometimes the cursor will change to 
a hand, such as when you are hovering over (pointing at) an internet link. It will change to a capital 
‘I’ shape (known as an I-beam) when you are pointing at text or a box where you can type. When 
you click inside a box to type, it will change to a flashing, vertical line. When clicking with a mouse 
of trackpad, you usually click to the left to activate the item. This is referred to as a ‘left click.’

PREDICTIVE SEARCH 

Image 3:
When typing into the Google 
search engine, it will try to 
predict what you are looking 
for. A list of options will appear 
in a drop-down menu which 
updates as you type. If you 
see the option you want, you 
can click on it and Google will 
search the internet. Results 
will be in the form of links to 
websites.

SPEAKING TO DEVICES AND ACCESSIBILITY 

Digital devices are made with accessibility in mind. For 
those that find typing difficult, devices come with voice 
recognition, which means it will respond to your voice. 
The Google search engine has a microphone icon, which 
when clicked enables the user to search the internet using 
their voice. Many devices also have a voice activation 
tool. Apple phones have Siri which, when activated, will 
respond to your voice and can even open software apps 
on your phone or device. Google devices have Google 
Assistant. 

There are many more accesssibility controls available in 
devices to help people with disabilities such as hearing, 
sight impairment or motor skills. These can be found in 
Settings.

Google microphone

microphone on/off

Computers often try to help the user by indicating what to do next. If you hold your cursor over 
an object, it may give you more information. Another way in which computers help is by providing 
‘drop-down’ menus to select from.
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POPULAR WEBSITES & APPS
There are so many popular websites with so many different purposes. Most organisations and 
businesses have websites so it is possible to do a range of activities online including shopping, 
banking, booking tickets or playing games. Many of these can save you time and money as well 
as providing entertainment. 

Image 4:
The BBC website has a range 
of pages. It has news, sport, 
weather and a range of other 
features. These include a 
library of TV shows known as 
iPlayer, and another for audio 
programmes called Sounds. It 
can be accessed on any digital 
device and is free to use.

COMMUNICATIONS 

Many online activities are based around communication. It is quick and easy to communicate 
with people on the internet. Even if they are on the other side of the world it is possible to send a 
message or have a face to face chat with someone at little or no cost. Social media has become a 
popular past time for people wanting to share their experiences, thoughts and hobbies with friends 
or communities. You can learn more about how to using the following services on the Learn My 
Way website, see video 6 (www.learnmyway.com).

EMAIL & TEXT

A popular way to communicate with people online is by email or text. Email (electronic mail) is like 
sending a letter. It is a little more formal than texts and often used by people to contact companies 
and organisations as well as friends. Texting is less formal and is a quick and easy way to send a 
message to a friend. 

To send and receive emails, you will need to set up an email account. You can get free email 
accounts from all the main software companies. Google, Microsoft and Apple all have their own 
brands of email but there are many others such as Yahoo and Sky. 

Google Gmail Microsoft Outlook Apple Mail

What’sApp

WWW.BBC.CO.UK 

VIDEOVIDEO
6
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Facebook Messenger

Google Messages

Apps such as  Zoom, Google Meet, 
Microsoft Teams, WhatsApp, Skype 
and Facebook Messenger equip you 
to send text messages and make phone  
and video calls too. You can call people 
in the UK or in other countries but please 
note you need to be connected to Wi-fi 
or mobile internet to use such software. 
Remember, when apps use mobile 
internet they use mobile data, which 
costs.

Social Media apps also allow communication with others. Users share pictures, videos, messages 
and content with communities or followers. Once you have set up a profile on a social media site 
(or ‘platform’) you can communicate by sharing ‘posts’ on that platform. Popular sites include 
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter but there are many others.  

SOCIAL MEDIA

DOWNLOADING 

If you want to add an app to your device 
you can do this by downloading it. 
Downloading means adding software to 
your device from the internet. This can 
be done via websites or an app store 
like Google Play, the Apple Store, or 
Microsoft Store. Be aware that not all 
apps are compatible with all devices.

Facebook Instagram Twitter 

Google Play Apple Store 

All smartphones have texting software pre-installed. 

Apple iMessage Microsoft Messaging

WhatsApp

VIDEO CALLS AND MEETINGS 
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If you need more help with using the internet, 
there are many options available, from getting 
one-to-one training to working independently.  
We can help  find what’s best for you.

STAYING SAFE

ONLINE LEARNING

Once online, you will be able to access free 
online training through several websites. A full 
list can be found on the Southwark Council 
website, www.southwark.gov.uk.

          
           
          Southwark Council is a member of the 

Online Centres Network. This means that 
all Southwark residents using the Learn My 
Way website can get support in their learning. 
Simply type in the Southwark centre code when 
registering on the site. The code is: 8008334.

This website, produced by digital learning 
experts, the Good Things Foundation, provides 
thirty, interactive, basic skills lessons, which 
are fun and easy to follow. The training caters 
for people completely new to using a computer 
through to those who want to brush up on 
their skills. Lessons are interactive with video 
demonstrations and audio description. 

www.learnmyway.com

Using the internet is safe as long as you take 
sensible precautions as you would with your 
own home. Passwords are like keys so keep 
them safe.

REGISTERING ON WEBSITES

When you are registering on a website you will 
be asked for personal details. Some will only 
need an email address and/ or a user name (plus 
a password) while others will require more. If it 
is a paid service you are registering for, they will 
require payment details and, if a service includes 
delivery, your address will be requested. 

Most organisations that offer online services 
have tight security. Most will ask you to set up 
a password that only you know to ensure your 
safety. As long as you know the organisation you 
are dealing with, this should not be a cause for 
concern. Always keep passwords secret. Never 
let other people have your passwords or give 
people you don’t know details of your accounts.

PASSWORDS
When setting up passwords, make sure you 
keep a record of these. To ensure safety, 
organisations will often ask for a combination of 
lower and upper case letters plus numbers and 
maybe symbols. It is important to know these 
and to type them correctly or they won’t work.
 

NEXT STEPS
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NEXT STEPS

LIBRARY LEARNING

If you prefer one-to-one support, the Southwark 
library service offers digital assistance and will 
be happy to help you develop your skills whether 
basic or more advanced. We offer courses that 
can:

• help you use a computer for the first time
• teach you how to use the internet and email
• help you job hunt online   

Learning in our libraries offers you:

• free tuition from trained library staff
• free impartial advice about courses   

• free membership
• free homework help
• space to study
• free computer use

Southwark e-library

Online users of the Southwark 
e-library can access a range of 
services from home including borrowing e-books, 
e-audiobooks, e-magazines and e-newspapers, 
all for free. This service also offers free access 
to resources such as Kanopy, a film streaming 
service; Go Citizen, a resource to prepare for 
the British citizenship test and Theory 
Test Pro for those learning to drive.

Southwark Libraries: 
All twelve libraries in Southwark provide
free Wi-fi access and free training to 
residents in the borough.

VIDEO
7
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Organisation 
(* indicates 
centres offering 
courses with formal 
qualifications)

What’s on offer Location (learning from 
home is widely offered)

Contact details

Blackfriars 
Settlement *

IT and computing; digital 
media, mobile devices; 
internet safety 

Blackfriars Settlement
1 Rushworth Street 
SE1 0RB

020 7928 9521

Morley College * Functional Skills ICT; 
ECDL; basic web design; 
beginners courses in IT, 
English and Maths 

Morley College
61 Westminster Bridge 
Road 
SE1 7HT

020 7450 1889

Southwark Adult 
Learning *

Functional IT skills Thomas Calton Centre
Alpha Street, Peckham 
SE15 4NX

020 7358 2100

Southwark College * IT skills Southwark College
25 The Cut
SE1 8LF

020 3757 4000

Southwark Libraries Starting with computers, 
email and the internet 

All Southwark libraries Enquire at your 
local library

Southwark 
Group of Tenants 
Organisations

Basic computer training 
for tenants and residents 
on council estates 

SGTO
19 Buller Close
SE15 6UJ

020 7639 6718

InSpire at St Peter’s iPad classes for people 
new to tablets 

InSpire
The Crypt at St Peter’s 
Church
Liverpool Grove
SE17 2HH

020 7740 6868

Southwark 
Pensioners Centre 

Beginners and 
intermediate computer 
skills

Southwark Pensioners 
Centre
305-307 Camberwell 
Road
SE5 0HQ

020 7708 4556

Southwark 
Group of Tenants 
Organisations

Basic computer training 
for tenants and residents 
on council estatesetired 
and semi-retired

SGTO
19 Buller Close
SE15 6UJ

020 7639 6718

Southwark Works Basic digital skills training 
for job seekers

376 Walworth Rd, 
London SE17 2NG

020 7740 8200 

Link-Age Southwark Basic skills digital training 
drop ins

Link Age Southwark 
URC, Tell Grove, London 
SE22 8RH

020 8299 2623

For a full list of courses: www.southwark.gov.uk/digital-inclusion or phone 07783 776 066.

SOUTHWARK CENTRES AND COURSES
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HOW TO... VIDEO GUIDES

Want to to learn more quickly? To accompany this guide, we have 
produced a series of short videos on basic online skills. The videos 
are designed to be short, simple and easy to access. They are all 
available on the Southwark Council Youtube page, www.youtube.
com/user/southwark and on the Southwark Council website, 
www.southwark.gov.uk/digital-inclusion.  

1
CONNECTING TO WI-FI AND CHECKING YOUR CONNECTION
Quickly and easily connect your device to available Wi-Fi connections. Check 
your connection is working and how strong your signal is. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tluyyw2lWIg

2
USING A BROWSER TO GET ONLINE
Find out how to access the internet using a browser. This video shows you how 
quick and easy it is to get online. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JS6sCwab5Eo

3

USING GOOGLE TO SEARCH THE INTERNET: PART TWO
Begin ‘googling’ to find what you want on the internet, using the Google search 
engine. Find out how to refine your searches to make them more effective.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXwaHtUZhlE

4

SETTING THE DEFAULT BROWSER PAGE 
Find out how to set the page you want to appear every time you open your 
browser. This video shows you how with four different browsers. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32rZbYu1qrQ

5
NAVIGATING A WEBSITE
Learn how to move around the pages of a website by following this video 
exploring the BBC, Southwark Council, and Learn My Way websites. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1RFa68x-sE

USING GOOGLE TO SEARCH THE INTERNET: PART ONE
This video explores the Google search engine web page and shows you how to 
search the internet using both typing and voice recognition.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4SEL0gW-N0

SOUTHWARK’S E-LIBRARY
See what Southwark’s online library has to offer. This video shows you how to 
join and borrow a range of free e-resources.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XIz3KS13VUQ

6

7
Note: Videos made on laptop computers. 
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SOUTHWARK

07783 776 066
digital.inclusion@southwark.gov.uk

www.southwark.gov.uk/digital-inclusion


